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8 SERIES
$2160   60M
$2400   90M
(SAVE $200)

8 SERIES
$2160   60M
$2400   90M
(SAVE $200)

BASIC

ESSENTIAL

SIGNATURE

LPG FACE

LPG BODY

Sculpt facial features while providing whole body recovery from exercise, injury, 
joint pain, soreness and fluid retention.    

Renowned for its ability to energize and revitalize tissue and skin cells, our 
classic treatment tones, refines, and cleanses your body.

Boost collagen production, sculpt away stubborn deposits, facilitate essential 
lymphatic drainage, and flush puffy inflammation with this luxe and 
comprehensive treatment. 

$125   30M

$185   60M
$265   90M

$245   60M
$325   90M

$85   30M

$125   45M
$165   60M

GOOD FOR expedited experience, immune support, quick boost

CELLULAR STIMULATION

GOOD FOR pre or post travel, workout recovery, physical stagnation

GOOD FOR monthly maintenance, pre-event, deep relaxation

GOOD FOR reducing puffiness, defining features, uneven skin tone

GOOD FOR poor circulation, boosting metabolism, reducing puffiness

4 SERIES     $460     30M           (SAVE $40)

4 SERIES     $460     45M           $620      60M       (SAVE $40)

4 SERIES     $700     60M           $1020     90M       (SAVE $40)

4 SERIES     $940     60M           $1260    90M       (SAVE $40)

8 SERIES     $900     30M           (SAVE $100)

8 SERIES     $800     45M           $1120    60M       (SAVE $200)

8 SERIES     $1280   60M           $1920    90M       (SAVE $200)

8 SERIES     $1760   60M           $2400    90M       (SAVE $200)

By stimulating circulation, promoting collagen production, and reducing 
inflammation, this custom treatment transforms skin from lackluster to lustrous.

A luxurious, stimulating treatment that utilizes mechanical manipulation to 
increase circulation and activate lymphatic drainage. 



www.ricaristudios.com

PHYSICAL ARCHITECTURE

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE
Address old injuries and areas of discomfort while relaxing the body. Benefits in-
clude help with chronic pain, muscle release, breaking up scar tissue, increased 
flexibility, relaxation, and decreased stress.

60M
90M

120M

GOOD FOR chronic pain, deep muscle tension, monthly restructuring

$145
$195
$245

ENERGY BALANCING RELAX AND RENEW

LIGHT OIL MASSAGE

Calm the central nervous system and restore balance to the energy in the body. 
Benefits include reduced stress and anxiety, and promotes sense of well being 
and relaxation.

Sooth and relax the body. Benefits include relaxation and promotes circulation, 
and decreased stress. 

60M
90M

120M

60M
90M

120M

GOOD FOR reducing stress, energetic alignment, post-travel

GOOD FOR poor circulation, recovery, physical reset

$145
$195
$245

$125
$175
$225

30-MINUTE FOCUS
Focus on a abdominal, hands and feet, head-neck-crown, or a specific body part. 30M

15M

$85

$25
$10

ADD ONS
15 minutes of point work to promote balancing of the body’s energy
CBD Oil


